BL/LIB® Virtual TapeServer
Your Solution for
Information Lifecycle Management

BL/LIB-Virtual TapeServer (VTS) is a comprehensive data management and backup system that
combines the familiar methodology of traditional tape backups with the low cost and speeds of
disk technology.
Single Point of Control.
With BL/LIB driving the VTS engine, BL/LIB-VTS also handles your data in any manner you need.
From storing your data on virtual tape to archiving it to physical tapes for off-site storage — or a
combination of both, BL/LIB-VTS turns your entire tape management and backup processes into
a single, fluid operation.

Lower Costs. Faster Speeds.
Same Outstanding Results.

Works the Way You Already Work.

With BL/LIB-VTS, you utilize every byte of storage space
available. Gone are the days of putting 2GB of information
on 300GB tapes. In fact, BL/LIB-VTS can cut media usage up
to 90% or more over traditional tape backups.
And best of all, BL/LIB-VTS works with virtually any open
system tape drive or library, so you are not locked into
buying proprietary hardware or proprietary software to
control the drive.
With BL/LIB-VTS you will:
X
X
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Dramatically increase the speed of backups
and recoveries
Significantly lower your operating expenses
Streamline and centralize your entire backup operations
Greatly reduce data center space for hardware
and media
Easily create, import, and export physical tapes to
help comply with regulatory standards

Because BL/LIB-VTS uses an intuitive interface that
emulates traditional tape backups, BL/LIB-VTS accepts
and responds to commands from your host just like a
typical tape drive, virtually eliminating compatibility
issues and reducing training times for personnel.
More Storage. More Protection.
With BL/LIB-VTS’ optional modules, you’ll be able to
increase storage capacity even more and ensure
instantaneous disaster recovery.
X

DR Module
Initiate and transfer data from one VTS to another
in order to maintain up-to-date, identical copies
of the backup data so recovery takes hours,
not days.

X

Data Compression Module
Compress data “on the fly” and save even more
storage space-up to 85%.

Call Today for More Information.
Don’t live with the “necessary evil” of tape backups a second longer.
Call B&L today and find out how BL/LIB-Virtual TapeServer can save you time, money, and peace of mind.
Call, toll-free, 1-800-OK BANDL (1-800-652-2635) or visit us on the Web at www.bandl.com.

